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HEATES project
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High-resolution Exotic Atom x-ray spectroscopy with TES

=

μ-

μ-

nucleus

X-rays

TES microcalorimeter 
having high resolution

μ- : Muon

π- : Pion

K- : Kaon …

negative charged named after microcalorimeter 
being a heat measuring device
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2014

2018

2020

  π- atom @ PSI (Switzerland)

  K- atom @ J-PARC hadron

  μ- atom @ J-PARC MLF

2016

2022

Study of 
strong KN 
interaction

Study of 
BSQED Bound-State Quantum 

ElectroDynamics

Feasibility 
study

launched in 2013 
collaborating with NIST (US)

under extremely strong 
electric fields

  μ- molecule @ J-PARC MLF Study of μCF
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Results
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(a) Kaonic atom Phys. Rev. Lett. 128, 
112503 (2022). a single sharp X-ray peak


(absolute energy)
(b) Muonic atom Phys. Rev. Lett. 130, 

173001 (2023).

(c) Muonic atom

~Serendipity~

Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 
053001 (2021). a broad structure 

(complex of many X-ray lines)
(d) Muonic molecule New experiment


(to be published)

3 publications & a new measurement
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(to be published)
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Kaon → μCF !
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1. Exotic atoms



Negatively-charged Kaon & Muon
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from wikipedia

having the longest lifetimes among the second-generation particles

and composite particles in the Standard Model of particle physics.

2nd 
gen.

μ-

K-  (= s u)
Lifetime ~ 12 nsec 
Mass ~ 494 MeV 
          ~ 1000 me

Lifetime ~ 2.2 μsec 
Mass ~ 106 MeV 
          ~ 200 me

Electron mass : me ~ 0.511 MeV



What is exotic atom?
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Nucleus

e-

Normal atom

replacing

μ- or K-

e-

μ- or K-

Exotic atom

(inversely proportional to their reduced mass)

These radii are as small as 1/200 (μ- atom) and 1/1000 (K- atom)

compared to the normal atoms.

/ me

m⇤
µ

/
m⇤

µ

me
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Bohr radius

mµ ~ 200 me 
mK ~ 1000 me

When a negative-charged particle is stopped in a material,

it can replace an electron to form a exotic atom

or K

highly exited state

at the time of formation

de-excitation

process



μH

Muonic 
hydrogen

1/200 !

Image of the scale
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1 / 200 Å

(~ 500 fm) 

H
Hydrogen

~ 1 Å



Extremely close to the nucleus !
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K-

RK ~ 1/1000 Re (K- atom)

not only large electric field

but “strong interaction”

✓ Unlike μ-, K- feels an "strong interactions".

➡ The energy level of K- atoms shifts due to 

the strong interaction with the nucleus.

Study of “Strong interaction”

μ-

Rµ ~ 1/200 Re (μ- atom)

very large 
electric field

✓ μ- feels an extremely large electric field 

➡ internal electric field strength is proportional 

to the squire of the mass ratio to atoms (→ 
being 2002 (=40,000) times higher than that 
of normal H-like ions.)

Study of “QED under strong field”

Bohr radius

QED : Quantum ElectroDynamics



1. What’s TES



Microcalorimeter
Photon

1. incident particles absorbed


2. Energy ΔE -> Phonon


3. Tiny temperature rise is 
measured by a highly sensitive 
temperature sensor TES

TES microcalorimeter
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Reference : Bennet et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 093113 (2012) 

super 
conducting 

state

particles



particles

TES microcalorimeter
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Reference : Bennet et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 093113 (2012) 

Transition Edge Sensor

R0~50 mΩ

super- 
conducting 
state

normal 
conducting 
state

Re
sis
ta
nc
e

Microcalorimeter
super 

conducting 
state



normal 
conducting 
state

Re
sis
ta
nc
e

TES microcalorimeter
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Reference : Bennet et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 093113 (2012) 

Transition Edge Sensor

R0~50 mΩ

R0/RN~0.2
bias point

fixed at the transition 
edge by applying 

constant voltage bias

Microcalorimeter
super 

conducting 
state

particles



particles

TES microcalorimeter
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Reference : Bennet et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 83, 093113 (2012) 

Transition Edge Sensor

R0~50 mΩ

R0/RN~0.2
bias point

Rapid increase 
in resistance

Tiny temperature rise

high energy resolution (ΔE / E ~ 10-3)
TES : ΔE (FWHM) ~ 5 eV @ 6 keV X-ray 
(ref. SDD : ΔE (FWHM) ~ 150 eV @ 6 keV)

Microcalorimeter
super 

conducting 
state

Re
sis
ta
nc
e

particle 
absorption

Typical

pulse

τrise~L/(Rsh+R0)

τfall~C/G

rise time ~ 200 µs

decay time ~ 500 µs



TES microcalorimeter
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Transition Edge Sensor

R0~50 mΩ

 1. incoming radiation
 2. temperature rise
  -> increasing resistance
 3. reducing bias current

bias current
constant 
bias

Read reduction of bias current 
using SQUID Typical


pulse
τrise~L/(Rsh+R0)

τfall~C/G

rise time ~ 200 µs

decay time ~ 500 µs

particlessuper 
conducting 

state

R0/RN~0.2
bias point

Microcalorimeter



TES microcalorimeter
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Transition Edge Sensor

R0~50 mΩ

 1. incoming radiation
 2. temperature rise
  -> increasing resistance
 3. reducing bias current
 4. reducing Joule heat
 5. temperature fall
 6. back to original position

bias current

negative

electro-thermal


feedback

constant 
bias

Read reduction of bias current 
using SQUID Typical


pulse
τrise~L/(Rsh+R0)

τfall~C/G

rise time ~ 200 µs

decay time ~ 500 µs

particlessuper 
conducting 

state

R0/RN~0.2
bias point

Microcalorimeter



TES microcalorimeter
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Transition Edge Sensor

R0~50 mΩ

Temp. sensitivity :

Energy resolution :

Saturation energy :

�E /
p

T 2
c C/↵I

Esat ⇡ 4TCC/↵I

Dynamic range
(∝ C/α)

Typical

pulse

τrise~L/(Rsh+R0)

τfall~C/G

rise time ~ 200 µs

decay time ~ 500 µs

Microcalorimeter
super 

conducting 
state

particles

R0/RN~0.2
bias point



Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigerator (ADR)
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33 cm

50 mK cryostat 
(model : HPD 102 DENALI)


(double-stage salt pills : GGG 1K, FAA 50mK)

ADR hold time > 1 day

two-stage

pulse tube

(60K, 3K)

relatively 
compact 

size

1cmPhoto credit : J. Uhlig

TES 
chip

✓ Cooled down to 70 mK with ADR & pulse

(< 500 mK @ GGG)



TES array
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✓ 240 pixels 
✓ 23 mm2 eff. area

photo credit:
D.R. Schmidt✓ 1 pixel : 300 x 320 um2  (~ 0.1 mm2) 

✓ Mo-Cu bilayer TES

✓ 4-µm-thick Bi absorber (eff.~ 85% @ 6 keV)

small pixel size -> multi-pixel array

Φ ~1 cm



TES array
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✓ 240 pixels 
✓ 23 mm2 eff. area

photo credit:
D.R. Schmidt✓ 1 pixel : 300 x 320 um2  (~ 0.1 mm2) 

✓ Mo-Cu bilayer TES

✓ 4-µm-thick Bi absorber (eff.~ 85% @ 6 keV)

small pixel size -> multi-pixel arrayThe typical K-atom X-ray rate is 

~ 1 count / hour / array

Φ ~1 cm



3. Experiments



J-PARC
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The 25th J-PARC PAC

Neutrino beam to Kamioka

Rapid Cycle Synchrotron 
3-GeV synchrotron

Linac

Main Ring 
30-GeV synchrotron


— 1.6 km ring —

(c.f. 27 km @ LHC)

Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex

providing high intensity 
proton beam Energy: 3GeV


Repetition 25Hz

Power: 500kW -> soon 1MW

Muon exp. 
Material & Life Science Facility

Kaon exp. 
Hadron Facility



Experimental setup
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ADR

TES

X-ray generator

K- or μ- beam target

Exotic atom 
X-rays

Calibration 
X-rays



(3-1)  Kaonic atom

observing a single sharp peak

to measure an absolute value of X-ray energy



Kaonic atom X-rays
25

X-ray 
Spectrometern+1

n due to strong 
interaction

Nuclear absorption

X-ray

X-ray spectroscopy

Width : Γ
Shift : ΔE

(Coulomb only)



Scattering length & potential
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Scattering length

U.-G. Meißner et al, Eur Phys J C35 (2004) 349

( Deser-Type relation with isospin-braking correction )

最近の研究から
K中間子水素原子X線精密分光実験の拓く物理
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　最近，イタリアの国立フラスカティ研究所における X線分光実験で，K中間子水素原子 1s軌道の強い相互作用によるレベルシフ
トと幅を世界最高精度で測定した．電子・陽電子衝突型加速器 DAΦNEから得られる運動量の揃った低エネルギー K− を用いて効
率よく K中間子水素原子を生成し，同原子からの X線を大立体角を覆うシリコンドリフト検出器群により観測した．これにより，
従来問題であった K−p散乱データとの矛盾が解決され，閾値での相互作用に強い制限が与えられた．理論的な閾値下への相互作用
の外挿の不定性は軽減され，ストレンジネスを含む系における強い相互作用の動力学の解明は新たな局面を迎えている．本実験の紹
介に加え，理論的な解釈を通してもたらされる原子核・ハドロン物理に対する影響について述べる．

1. はじめに
自然界の４つの力のうち，強い相互作用は量子色力学（

QCD）によって記述されるが，低エネルギーでは非摂動効
果が強く，理論の持つ（近似的）対称性の原理がハドロン
の動力学を理解する指針となる．QCDは，クォーク質量が
0の極限（アップ, ダウンクォーク）においてカイラル対称
性，質量が無限大となる極限（チャーム, ボトムクォーク）
ではヘビークォーク対称性を持つ．ハドロンを形成せずに
弱崩壊するトップクォークを除けば，軽いクォーク系と重
いクォーク系は異なった対称性に支配されている．ストレ
ンジクォークの質量はこれらの中間に位置しており，スト
レンジネスを含むハドロン系，とりわけK中間子（クォー
ク組成が ūs，d̄s）と核子の相互作用においては，QCDの
持つ自発的および明白なカイラル対称性の破れの効果が競
合しており，これらを理解する格好の実験場となる．

K中間子水素原子1(K−p原子)とは，水素原子の電子を
K− に置き換えた，K− と陽子のクーロン力による束縛系
である．通常の水素原子とは異なり，近距離において K−

と陽子の間に強い相互作用が働く．その影響は，K−p原子
の基底準位 (1s)における，電磁相互作用のみを用いた計算
値からのずれ (シフト)と，πΣ及び πΛチャンネルへの崩
壊に起因する有限の自然幅として現れる．
強い相互作用による K−p散乱振幅の閾値（ゼロエネル

ギー）での値は複素 K−p散乱長と呼ばれる．電磁相互作
用による束縛エネルギーは強い相互作用のエネルギースケ
ールに比べて十分小さいので，強い相互作用の効果は閾値
での値を適用できる．K−p原子の 1s状態のエネルギーシ
フト ϵ1s と幅 Γ1s と散乱長 aK−p との関係は

ϵ1s + iΓ1s/2 = 2α3 µ2
r aK−p

[
1 + 2α µr (1 − lnα) aK−p

]

と与えられている1) ．ここで換算質量は µr =
mKMp/(mK + Mp) で，α は微細構造定数である．
つまり，K−p 原子のエネルギー精密測定は，K 中間子と
核子の閾値相互作用に対する制限となる．

1厳密には K− の束縛状態だが、ここでは慣習にしたがい K中間子原
子と呼ぶ．

K−p原子は，K−を水素標的内に静止させることで生成
されるが，生成直後は励起状態であるため，X線を放出し
ながら脱励起していく．この 1s準位のシフトと幅は，1s準
位への遷移 X線 (ライマン系列 X線)の分光により観測す
ることができる．

K−p原子 X線は，KEK-E228実験2) により，初めて明
瞭なピークとして観測された (図 1(a))．過去の実験3) との
決定的な違いは，標的に液体ではなく水素ガスを用いた点
である．K−p原子ライマン系列X線の収量は，シュタルク
効果により，密度が高くなるにつれ減少する4) ．液体水素
標的を用いるとK−を効率よく静止でき，より多くのK−p

原子を生成することができるが，一方で，シュタルク効果
による X線収量の減少率はそれ以上に大きかった．
イタリア国立フラスカティ研究所のDAΦNE 電子・陽電

子衝突型加速器では，大量のφ中間子を生成することができ
る．二体崩壊からのK−とK+は，低エネルギー (16 MeV)
で，かつ，エネルギーが揃っているため，ガス標的を用い
た静止K− 実験には好適な施設である．

DEAR グループは，DAΦNE 加速器を用いて，初めて
K−p原子分光実験を行った5)．運動量のよく揃った低エネ
ルギーK−の使用は大きな利点となり，KEK-E228の精度
を上回る結果を報告した．一方，DEARで用いたX線検出
器は，従来の Si(Li)検出器でなく，時間情報の無い CCD
検出器であった為，図 1(b)のように，電子・陽電子ビーム
からの偶然バックグラウンドが非常に高かった．
図 2は，このK−p原子 1s準位の強い相互作用によるシ

フトと幅に関する実験結果2, 5, 6)，及び理論計算結果の一例
7)を示す．この計算では，K−p散乱データと πΣ不変質量
スペクトルの結果を用い実験誤差を考慮したフィットを行
っており，計算には K−p原子 X線データからの制限は入
っていない．実験値との比較の為，理論結果は，フィット結
果の等高線のうち 1σ の線のみを示す．図には理論による
フィットを三種例示した．三種の結果は補正項の有無や種
類による違いを示すが7) ，いずれも大きい誤差を持ってい
るにも関わらず，DEARとは離れた結果を示していた．

最近の研究から K 中間子水素原子 X 線精密分光実験の拓く物理 785
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✓ Old “puzzle” has been solved 
✓ Shift < 5 eV, Width < 20 eV  
✓ Precision ~ 2 eV << Resolution 150 eV
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Fig. 3. (a): The Gaussian width σ in the Voigt function at the Ti Kα (4.5 keV), Cu
Kα (8.0 keV), and Au Lα (9.6 keV) lines are plotted, where the data of all the target
materials were used. The fit curve using the function (1) is shown as a solid line,
and the root-mean-square error of the fit as dotted lines. (b): The deviations from
the fit line plotted for each target material separately: open circle (deuterium), filled
circle (3He), and cross (4He). The curves show the uncertainty of the determination
of the σ values in (a).

The energy dependency of the energy resolution of the SDDs
was evaluated from the peak widths. Fig. 3(a) shows the fit values
of the Gaussian width σ in the Voigt function against the X-ray
energy E , where the data of all the target materials were used.
The peak positions of the Ti Kα (4.5 keV), Cu Kα (8.0 keV), and
Au Lα (9.6 keV) lines are plotted. The value of σ (E) at the X-ray
energy E can be expressed as:

σ (E) =
√

a + bE, (1)

using free parameters a and b. In Fig. 3(a), the fit curve using the
function (1) is shown as a solid line and, as well, the root-mean-
square error of the fit as dotted lines.

The deviations from the fit line are plotted for each target ma-
terial separately in Fig. 3(b): open circle (deuterium), filled circle
(3He), and cross (4He). The curves show the error of the determi-
nation of the σ values. Since all the positions are located within
the error curves, the error is taken as the accuracy of the de-
termination of the detector resolution for the fit of the kaonic
helium X-rays. The energy resolutions (σ ) at the X-ray energy of
the kaonic helium 3d → 2p transitions were determined to be:
σ = (65.4 ± 2.3) eV for kaonic 3He, and σ = (66.4 ± 2.3) eV for
kaonic 4He.

In addition to the X-ray energy data, the time difference be-
tween the kaon coincidence and X-rays was measured, as well as
the kaon time-of-flight of the kaon detector. The X-ray events were
selected using this timing information, to obtain a good signal-
to-background ratio in the energy spectra of kaonic atom X-rays
without reducing their statistics [7,10].

Fig. 4. X-ray energy spectra of (a) kaonic 3He, (b) kaonic 4He, and (c) kaonic deu-
terium. The thin lines show the peak fit functions after the background subtraction.
The positions of the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions are shown. In Fig. 4(c),
(1): kaonic carbon 6 → 5 transition, (2): kaonic carbon 8 → 6 transition, (3): kaonic
oxygen 7 → 6 transition, and (4): kaonic nitrogen 6 → 5 transition.

Table 1
Calculated energy of kaonic atom X-rays.

Target Transition Energy (eV)

C 8 → 6 5510
C 6 → 5 5545
O 7 → 6 6007
3He 3 → 2 6225
4He 3 → 2 6463
Al 9 → 8 7151
N 6 → 5 7595

The energy spectra of the kaonic 3He and 4He X-rays are shown
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), where the thin lines show the peak fit func-
tions after the background subtraction. The peaks at 6.2 keV and
6.4 keV are the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions, respec-
tively. Fig. 4(c) shows the X-ray energy spectrum using the deu-
terium target, where the signals from the kaonic deuterium X-rays
are not visible. The upper limit of the observation of kaonic deu-
terium will be reported elsewhere [15].

In addition to kaonic helium, several small peaks were observed
in all the spectra, which originated from kaonic atom X-rays pro-
duced in the target window material made of Kapton Polyimide
(C22H10N2O5), since some kaons are stopped there. The X-ray
peaks at 5.5, 6.0, and 7.6 keV are the kaonic carbon (K −C) 6 → 5,
oxygen (K −O) 7 → 6, and nitrogen (K −N) 6 → 5 transitions, re-
spectively.

In these transitions, the shift and broadening due to the strong-
interaction are negligibly small [16]. Thus, their peak positions can
be calculated using the QED effect only, as shown in Table 1. The
energy shift caused by the vacuum polarization effect was ob-
tained using the formula given in [17], where the first order of the
Uehling potential was taken into account. For the #n = 2 transition
(K −C 8 → 6), the formula given in [18] was used. The contribution
from higher order corrections is estimated to be within 0.2 eV.
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energy E , where the data of all the target materials were used.
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function (1) is shown as a solid line and, as well, the root-mean-
square error of the fit as dotted lines.
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the kaonic helium 3d → 2p transitions were determined to be:
σ = (65.4 ± 2.3) eV for kaonic 3He, and σ = (66.4 ± 2.3) eV for
kaonic 4He.

In addition to the X-ray energy data, the time difference be-
tween the kaon coincidence and X-rays was measured, as well as
the kaon time-of-flight of the kaon detector. The X-ray events were
selected using this timing information, to obtain a good signal-
to-background ratio in the energy spectra of kaonic atom X-rays
without reducing their statistics [7,10].

Fig. 4. X-ray energy spectra of (a) kaonic 3He, (b) kaonic 4He, and (c) kaonic deu-
terium. The thin lines show the peak fit functions after the background subtraction.
The positions of the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions are shown. In Fig. 4(c),
(1): kaonic carbon 6 → 5 transition, (2): kaonic carbon 8 → 6 transition, (3): kaonic
oxygen 7 → 6 transition, and (4): kaonic nitrogen 6 → 5 transition.
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Calculated energy of kaonic atom X-rays.

Target Transition Energy (eV)

C 8 → 6 5510
C 6 → 5 5545
O 7 → 6 6007
3He 3 → 2 6225
4He 3 → 2 6463
Al 9 → 8 7151
N 6 → 5 7595

The energy spectra of the kaonic 3He and 4He X-rays are shown
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), where the thin lines show the peak fit func-
tions after the background subtraction. The peaks at 6.2 keV and
6.4 keV are the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions, respec-
tively. Fig. 4(c) shows the X-ray energy spectrum using the deu-
terium target, where the signals from the kaonic deuterium X-rays
are not visible. The upper limit of the observation of kaonic deu-
terium will be reported elsewhere [15].

In addition to kaonic helium, several small peaks were observed
in all the spectra, which originated from kaonic atom X-rays pro-
duced in the target window material made of Kapton Polyimide
(C22H10N2O5), since some kaons are stopped there. The X-ray
peaks at 5.5, 6.0, and 7.6 keV are the kaonic carbon (K −C) 6 → 5,
oxygen (K −O) 7 → 6, and nitrogen (K −N) 6 → 5 transitions, re-
spectively.

In these transitions, the shift and broadening due to the strong-
interaction are negligibly small [16]. Thus, their peak positions can
be calculated using the QED effect only, as shown in Table 1. The
energy shift caused by the vacuum polarization effect was ob-
tained using the formula given in [17], where the first order of the
Uehling potential was taken into account. For the #n = 2 transition
(K −C 8 → 6), the formula given in [18] was used. The contribution
from higher order corrections is estimated to be within 0.2 eV.
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~150 eV 
(FWHM)

S. Okada et al. / Physics Letters B 653 (2007) 387–391 389

existed in the incident beam) on high-purity titanium and nickel
foils placed just behind the target cell. The energy of the kaonic-
helium 3d → 2p x-ray, ∼6.4 keV, lies between the character-
istic x-ray energies, 4.5 keV(Ti) and 7.5 keV(Ni). To obtain
high-statistics energy calibration spectra, we accumulated SDD
self-triggered events together with the stopped-K− triggered
events, which provide high-accuracy in-situ calibration spectra.

To avoid detecting the background characteristic x-rays from
other than the titanium and nickel, high-purity aluminum foils
were placed on all objects in the view of the SDDs.

3. Analysis

Fig. 2 shows the correlation between the z-coordinate of
the reaction vertex and the light output of T0. Each compo-
nent of the target assembly (a carbon degrader, a target cell and
SDDs/foils) is clearly seen. We applied a fiducial volume cut of
−7.0 < z < 9.0 cm on the z coordinate as shown in Fig. 2, and
of

√
x2 + y2 < 11.0 cm on the radius from the target center.

Slower incident kaons, which give larger light output on T0,
stop upstream in the target, while faster kaons (hence smaller
pulse height) stop downstream. Events which follow this trend
were selected as stopped-K− events when lying within the
solid-lined box in Fig. 2.

Stopped-K−-timing events were selected using SDD timing
information to reduce the accidental background. Time resolu-
tion of the SDD after time-walk correction was ∼160 ns (σ ) at
∼83 K, which reflected the drift-time distribution of the elec-
trons in the SDD. Data within ± 2 standard deviations from the
average SDD hit timing were selected.

Fig. 3(a) shows a typical x-ray spectrum for SDD self-
triggered events, which is used for the energy calibration. Char-
acteristic x-ray peaks of titanium and nickel were obtained with
high statistics. Typical yields of titanium Kα peaks are 5 × 102

events per hour for each SDD. Time-dependent gain drift was
corrected about every 20 hours. The energy scale was calibrated
by Kα lines of titanium and nickel with the well-known ener-
gies [10] and intensity ratios [11] of Kα1 and Kα2.

Fig. 2. A typical density plot between the z-coordinate of the reaction vertex
and the light output on T0, used to reject in-flight kaon decay/reaction events.

After applying the event selections described above and cal-
ibrating the energy scale, we obtained x-ray energy spectra for
stopped-K− triggered events shown in Fig. 3. Kaonic-helium
3d → 2p, 4d → 2p and 5d → 2p transitions are clearly ob-
served, while the Ti and Ni x-ray peaks are greatly suppressed.
Fig. 3(b) and (c) respectively show the x-ray spectra taken in
the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and December 2005 (cy-

Fig. 3. (a) A typical x-ray spectrum for self-triggered events which provides
high-statistics energy-calibration information. (b), (c) Measured x-ray spectra
for stopped-K− events obtained from the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and
December 2005 (cycle 2) respectively. A fit line is also shown for each spec-
trum, along with individual functions of the fit. The fit residuals are shown
under each spectrum, with thin lines denoting the ±2σ values of the data, where
σ is the standard deviation due to the counting statistics.
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Kaonic helium : theoretical values
28
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J. Yamagata-Sekihara, S. Hirenzaki 
(Private communication)

E. Friedman 
(NPA959(2017)66)

Y. Akaishi (EXA2005 proceedings)

Shift (eV) Width (eV)
K-4He 0.00 1.6
K-3He 0.22 2.3coupled-channel potential

KM (Kyoto-Munich) KN amplitudes  
within their sub-threshold kinematics model 
+ a phenomenological term

Phenomenological 
Vopt(r=0)~ - (180+73i) MeV

Chiral 
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Special interest in connection with light kaonic nuclei 

✓ Is there large shift > 1 eV, and width > 5 eV ?

✓ Sign of the shift ? ( attractive shift → no p-wave nuclear bound state? )

→ eV-scale energy resolution is mandatory



Need one-order better precision
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Operation of cryogenic systems
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Stable operation for one month 
(28 He refills &  27 mag cycles)

3He 4He4He

Adiabatic
Demagnetization
Refrigerator

He 
target

TES

beamtime

keep 70 mK

keep ~1.4 K

with pulse tube

vacuum-cooled
with Liq. 4He

performed Liq. He refilling & magnet recycle once a day



In-beam energy calib. (X-ray tube)
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✓ X-ray tube was always ON during the experiment

✓ Pixel-by-pixel calibration every 4~8 hours



Charged particle hit
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Charged particle hit
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Charged
particle

If charged particle hit on the detector pixel,
it deposits ~10 keV energy (Bi 4um), which 
become severe background in the spectrum



Charged particle hit
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Charged
particle

If charged particle hit on the Si substrate,
heat will spread out throughout the array,
making small bump signals in many pixels

If charged particle hit on the detector pixel,
it deposits ~10 keV energy (Bi 4um), which 
become severe background in the spectrum



Pulse height distribution in array
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Charged particle identification
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‣ No difference in the primary pulses between X-rays and charged particles 

‣ If we look at neighboring pixels, we can reject half of the charged particles

primary 
(chan 129)

neighbor2 
(chan 155)

neighbor1 
(chan 171)

neighbor4 
(chan 161)

neighbor3 
(chan 139)



Timing resolution
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Timing vs. dE (energy deposit)
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a thin scintillator just in front of the target

requiring the energy deposit to be larger than 16 MeV

to select low momentum kaons which are likely to stop in the target.



Kaonic X-ray spectra
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Syst. error :  mainly from the uncertainty in absolute energy scale

Async. BG

→ negligible

Main BG come from
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Comparison with past experiments
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Fig. 3. (a): The Gaussian width σ in the Voigt function at the Ti Kα (4.5 keV), Cu
Kα (8.0 keV), and Au Lα (9.6 keV) lines are plotted, where the data of all the target
materials were used. The fit curve using the function (1) is shown as a solid line,
and the root-mean-square error of the fit as dotted lines. (b): The deviations from
the fit line plotted for each target material separately: open circle (deuterium), filled
circle (3He), and cross (4He). The curves show the uncertainty of the determination
of the σ values in (a).

The energy dependency of the energy resolution of the SDDs
was evaluated from the peak widths. Fig. 3(a) shows the fit values
of the Gaussian width σ in the Voigt function against the X-ray
energy E , where the data of all the target materials were used.
The peak positions of the Ti Kα (4.5 keV), Cu Kα (8.0 keV), and
Au Lα (9.6 keV) lines are plotted. The value of σ (E) at the X-ray
energy E can be expressed as:

σ (E) =
√

a + bE, (1)

using free parameters a and b. In Fig. 3(a), the fit curve using the
function (1) is shown as a solid line and, as well, the root-mean-
square error of the fit as dotted lines.

The deviations from the fit line are plotted for each target ma-
terial separately in Fig. 3(b): open circle (deuterium), filled circle
(3He), and cross (4He). The curves show the error of the determi-
nation of the σ values. Since all the positions are located within
the error curves, the error is taken as the accuracy of the de-
termination of the detector resolution for the fit of the kaonic
helium X-rays. The energy resolutions (σ ) at the X-ray energy of
the kaonic helium 3d → 2p transitions were determined to be:
σ = (65.4 ± 2.3) eV for kaonic 3He, and σ = (66.4 ± 2.3) eV for
kaonic 4He.

In addition to the X-ray energy data, the time difference be-
tween the kaon coincidence and X-rays was measured, as well as
the kaon time-of-flight of the kaon detector. The X-ray events were
selected using this timing information, to obtain a good signal-
to-background ratio in the energy spectra of kaonic atom X-rays
without reducing their statistics [7,10].

Fig. 4. X-ray energy spectra of (a) kaonic 3He, (b) kaonic 4He, and (c) kaonic deu-
terium. The thin lines show the peak fit functions after the background subtraction.
The positions of the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions are shown. In Fig. 4(c),
(1): kaonic carbon 6 → 5 transition, (2): kaonic carbon 8 → 6 transition, (3): kaonic
oxygen 7 → 6 transition, and (4): kaonic nitrogen 6 → 5 transition.

Table 1
Calculated energy of kaonic atom X-rays.

Target Transition Energy (eV)

C 8 → 6 5510
C 6 → 5 5545
O 7 → 6 6007
3He 3 → 2 6225
4He 3 → 2 6463
Al 9 → 8 7151
N 6 → 5 7595

The energy spectra of the kaonic 3He and 4He X-rays are shown
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), where the thin lines show the peak fit func-
tions after the background subtraction. The peaks at 6.2 keV and
6.4 keV are the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions, respec-
tively. Fig. 4(c) shows the X-ray energy spectrum using the deu-
terium target, where the signals from the kaonic deuterium X-rays
are not visible. The upper limit of the observation of kaonic deu-
terium will be reported elsewhere [15].

In addition to kaonic helium, several small peaks were observed
in all the spectra, which originated from kaonic atom X-rays pro-
duced in the target window material made of Kapton Polyimide
(C22H10N2O5), since some kaons are stopped there. The X-ray
peaks at 5.5, 6.0, and 7.6 keV are the kaonic carbon (K −C) 6 → 5,
oxygen (K −O) 7 → 6, and nitrogen (K −N) 6 → 5 transitions, re-
spectively.

In these transitions, the shift and broadening due to the strong-
interaction are negligibly small [16]. Thus, their peak positions can
be calculated using the QED effect only, as shown in Table 1. The
energy shift caused by the vacuum polarization effect was ob-
tained using the formula given in [17], where the first order of the
Uehling potential was taken into account. For the #n = 2 transition
(K −C 8 → 6), the formula given in [18] was used. The contribution
from higher order corrections is estimated to be within 0.2 eV.
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Fig. 3. (a): The Gaussian width σ in the Voigt function at the Ti Kα (4.5 keV), Cu
Kα (8.0 keV), and Au Lα (9.6 keV) lines are plotted, where the data of all the target
materials were used. The fit curve using the function (1) is shown as a solid line,
and the root-mean-square error of the fit as dotted lines. (b): The deviations from
the fit line plotted for each target material separately: open circle (deuterium), filled
circle (3He), and cross (4He). The curves show the uncertainty of the determination
of the σ values in (a).

The energy dependency of the energy resolution of the SDDs
was evaluated from the peak widths. Fig. 3(a) shows the fit values
of the Gaussian width σ in the Voigt function against the X-ray
energy E , where the data of all the target materials were used.
The peak positions of the Ti Kα (4.5 keV), Cu Kα (8.0 keV), and
Au Lα (9.6 keV) lines are plotted. The value of σ (E) at the X-ray
energy E can be expressed as:

σ (E) =
√

a + bE, (1)

using free parameters a and b. In Fig. 3(a), the fit curve using the
function (1) is shown as a solid line and, as well, the root-mean-
square error of the fit as dotted lines.

The deviations from the fit line are plotted for each target ma-
terial separately in Fig. 3(b): open circle (deuterium), filled circle
(3He), and cross (4He). The curves show the error of the determi-
nation of the σ values. Since all the positions are located within
the error curves, the error is taken as the accuracy of the de-
termination of the detector resolution for the fit of the kaonic
helium X-rays. The energy resolutions (σ ) at the X-ray energy of
the kaonic helium 3d → 2p transitions were determined to be:
σ = (65.4 ± 2.3) eV for kaonic 3He, and σ = (66.4 ± 2.3) eV for
kaonic 4He.

In addition to the X-ray energy data, the time difference be-
tween the kaon coincidence and X-rays was measured, as well as
the kaon time-of-flight of the kaon detector. The X-ray events were
selected using this timing information, to obtain a good signal-
to-background ratio in the energy spectra of kaonic atom X-rays
without reducing their statistics [7,10].

Fig. 4. X-ray energy spectra of (a) kaonic 3He, (b) kaonic 4He, and (c) kaonic deu-
terium. The thin lines show the peak fit functions after the background subtraction.
The positions of the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions are shown. In Fig. 4(c),
(1): kaonic carbon 6 → 5 transition, (2): kaonic carbon 8 → 6 transition, (3): kaonic
oxygen 7 → 6 transition, and (4): kaonic nitrogen 6 → 5 transition.

Table 1
Calculated energy of kaonic atom X-rays.

Target Transition Energy (eV)

C 8 → 6 5510
C 6 → 5 5545
O 7 → 6 6007
3He 3 → 2 6225
4He 3 → 2 6463
Al 9 → 8 7151
N 6 → 5 7595

The energy spectra of the kaonic 3He and 4He X-rays are shown
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), where the thin lines show the peak fit func-
tions after the background subtraction. The peaks at 6.2 keV and
6.4 keV are the kaonic 3He and 4He 3d → 2p transitions, respec-
tively. Fig. 4(c) shows the X-ray energy spectrum using the deu-
terium target, where the signals from the kaonic deuterium X-rays
are not visible. The upper limit of the observation of kaonic deu-
terium will be reported elsewhere [15].

In addition to kaonic helium, several small peaks were observed
in all the spectra, which originated from kaonic atom X-rays pro-
duced in the target window material made of Kapton Polyimide
(C22H10N2O5), since some kaons are stopped there. The X-ray
peaks at 5.5, 6.0, and 7.6 keV are the kaonic carbon (K −C) 6 → 5,
oxygen (K −O) 7 → 6, and nitrogen (K −N) 6 → 5 transitions, re-
spectively.

In these transitions, the shift and broadening due to the strong-
interaction are negligibly small [16]. Thus, their peak positions can
be calculated using the QED effect only, as shown in Table 1. The
energy shift caused by the vacuum polarization effect was ob-
tained using the formula given in [17], where the first order of the
Uehling potential was taken into account. For the #n = 2 transition
(K −C 8 → 6), the formula given in [18] was used. The contribution
from higher order corrections is estimated to be within 0.2 eV.

K-3He

K-4HeThis work

SIDDHARTA

PLB714(2012)40

SDD 
~150 eV 
(FWHM)

x 25 energy resolution 
x 10 precision (shift&width)
Error bar: quadratic sum of stat. & sys.

attractiverepulsive �E = Eexp. � EEM

Excluded large shifts & widths
Detailed investigation of the optical potentials 
is under way by Yamagata-san et al.



(3-2)  Muonic molecule

observing a broad structure

(being complex of many X-ray lines)



Scaled image, again
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H2

μpp

The smallest 
molecule !!

~ 500 fm



Muonic molecule
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Two nuclei, impossibly close !!

μ-

＋ ＋

Compared to the reach of nuclear force (a few fm), it becomes small 
enough to allow nuclear reactions to occur within the molecule.

Look 
closer

μpp

The smallest 
molecule !!

~ 500 fm



Fusion
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Vigorous collisions in plasma 
at several hundred million 

degrees Celsius

＋ ＋ ＋

Nuclei easily approach 
each other

Large repulsion due to 
electromagnetic force

Thermonuclear fusion

＋

Fusion with muons

No repulsion by 
electromagnetic forces


up to the size of a muonic 
molecule

μ-



Muon-Catalyzed Fusion (μCF)
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Fusion cycle with 
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The phenomenon of 
some muons going out 

of cycle is known as

“α sticking problem”.
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μ-4He

atom

free muon (re-emitted after nuclear fusion) 
can re-create muonic atom & molecules.

This cycle continues 
until the muon lifetime 

(~2 μs) is over.
α

Note : 200x 
magnification

Note : 200x 
magnification

Interestingly, 
it causes a chain reaction!
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Note : 200x 
magnification

Interestingly, 
it causes a chain reaction!

No experiment has ever captured 
"evidence" of muon molecules.



How μ molecules are created ?
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e-

e-

μ-

d

charge

neutral

d

d

D2

If the muonic atom collide “gently” to the normal molecule,

the excess energy of ddµ molecule formation is passed to


the rovibrational excitation energy of D2 molecule.


⇒ Resonant generation (Vesman mechanism)

Theoretical Prediction

without destroying the 
molecular skeleton



d

d

d

Molecule in molecule !
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μ-e-

e-

Forms a molecule 
within a molecule

by acting as a 
pseudo-nucleus 
with charge +1

ddμ moleculeMatryoshka-like 

Theoretical 
prediction



Key point of the new μCF process
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tμ(1s)
μ-

t d

dtμ

Immediately leading 
to nuclear fusion

No chance to measure ↑

Ground state

μ-

t d

tμ*
(2s, 2p


mixed state)

~ 2 keV 
excitation

dtμ*

No nuclear fusion,

but dissociates 

while emitting X-rays

Measure this ↑
to determine what quantum states are


being produced and how.

Excited state



Dissociation of excited molecules
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μ-

t d

tμ*
(2s, 2p


mixed state)

μ-

t d

μ-

t d

 hot tμ
~1 keV ~1 keV

X-ray 

1.7 ~ 2 keV
non-radioactive radioactive

• Metastable Excited Molecule

• Size ~10-12 m

• Structure with μ localized on one side

Low energy to bring up

At first glance, it appears to have 
nothing to do with fusion because it 
dissociates.


But, the high-energy “electrically 
neutral” muonic hydrogen atoms 
after the dissociation suggest the 
possibility of direct fusion.

Precise measurement of X-rays 
enables the study of molecular 

resonance states.

Inflight μCF study X-ray precision

spectroscopy

New μCF elementary 
processes

~ 2 keV 
excitation
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In-flight μCF joins

the conventional μCF

μCF cycle considering "excited molecules”
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dµ tµ

dtµ

4He, nµ4He

µ
μCF cycle Low 

temperature 
molecule

Conventional μCF cycle

（Vesman model）

dµ tµ

dtµ

4He, nµ4He

µ

dµ*

tµ*

IFμCF 
Branch

Vesman 
Branch

dtµ*

hot tµ
hot dµ

Excited 
molecule

dissociation

muonic atoms

with high kinetic energy

(Sidepath model)It has been suggested that this process may reduce “α sticking”,

and the formation rate is faster than the ordinary μCF process.


→ So it is important to study the mechanism to enhance the IFμCF process.



Importance of dtμ* was demonstrated
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T. Yamashita et al.,

Sci. Rep.12 (2022) 6393 

Conventional 
theory 

(dotted line)

Experiment (plot)

New calc.

Succeeded in explaining the 
temperature dependence 
of the μCF reaction rates, 


which could not be explained 
by the conventional μCF cycle.

⇒ Aiming for direct experimental verification

New few-body many-body calculation  
breaking away from adiabatic approximation: (dtμ*)e-


→ 4-body calculation including electrons



High Precision Spectroscopy of Muonic Molecules
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Difficulty of the measurement
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New TES : Less tail component
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Au absorbers as Au is ametal (Bi is a semimetal) and would cause the
TES superconducting properties to be intrinsically coupled to those
of the Au absorber through the proximity effect,57,58 which is incon-
venient from a design tuning and fabrication standpoint. Instead,
the Au absorber is deposited laterally away from the TES thermistor
in a “sidecar” design.

The sensor material is a sputtered MoCu bilayer with 215 nm
of Cu on top of 65 nm of Mo. The thicknesses of Cu and Mo are
tuned to target a specific superconducting transition temperature,
TC, via the proximity effect.57,58 The sample wafer is rotated during
sputtering to maximize uniformity, and the sensors in this particu-
lar array have TC values in the range of 111–112 mK. This TC was
chosen as a trade-off between the theoretical energy resolution we
could hope to achieve and cryostat hold time (see Sec. II D). An
additional Cu layer of thickness 419 nm is deposited on top of the
sensor and patterned into banks, used to steer current toward the
leads, and interdigitated stripes, used to control the transition shape
and reduce excess noise.59 This Cu layer also thermally connects the
sensor to the absorber. In addition to its use in the sensor bilayer,
the Mo is used for superconducting leads and traces running off the
membrane.

The absorber is made fromAu that is electron beam evaporated
in two separate layers, first 186 nm and then 779 nm thick, result-
ing in a total absorber thickness of 965 nm. The wafer is also rotated
during this deposition, and the evaporation tool had previously been
characterized for roughly 3% variation across a 76 mm wafer (better
than 1% variation across a single detector array chip). The absolute
thickness had been measured with a stylus profilometer with �3%
uncertainty. Section III B contains a discussion of these absorber
thickness uncertainties as they relate to the quantum efficiency (QE).
The deposition is done in two separate layers to reduce step cover-
age issues when coupling the absorber to the sensor through the Cu
and to better control the thermal conductivity. The absorber area is
340 �m × 340 �m.

When choosing the absorber thickness and area, trade-offs
between dynamic range, quantum efficiency, and active area had
to be made. In particular, the total absorber volume (sets the heat
capacity and dynamic range) was chosen such that the detectors
could operate in the linear region of their superconducting-to-
normal transitions when measuring photons in the �15 keV range.
Beyond this region, the x-ray pulses would begin saturating and
energy resolution would quickly degrade. The highest charge state
that the NIST EBIT can produce is H-like Kr, with the brightest
line at ∼13.5 keV, so we wanted to ensure that the detectors would
be capable of measuring photons at these energies without saturat-
ing. The speed of the room temperature readout electronics (see
Sec. II C) imposes a limit on the slew rate of the pulses, which
for these detectors occurs at roughly 10 keV. Reading out pulses
above this ∼10 keV limit requires reducing the number of detec-
tors to increase the readout speed of the remaining detectors and
raise the slew rate limit. We note that the majority of our planned
measurements are of highly charged ions with line energies below
10 keV. Once the saturation energy (total absorber volume) is cho-
sen, we maximize the absorber area, given the constraints of the
array layout.

NETS houses a total of 192 TES pixels arranged in the roughly
circular pattern depicted in Fig. 3. Here, 192 pixels are used instead
of the 240 pixels that are used in the NIST evaporated Bi absorber

FIG. 3. (a) The TES array used in NETS. The aperture chip used to prevent x-rays
from being absorbed by areas outside the TES absorbers is also shown (displayed
on top of a penny, for scale). (b) Pixel map indicating absorber size (rather than
aperture size) and locations. The different colors represent the 8 readout columns,
with 24 detectors in each column. A circle of 5.30 mm radius fully encloses all
detector absorbers.

design due to the increased pitch that is required when separating
the absorber from the TES. Reducing the pixel count to 192 was
required in order to keep the detector chip size constant and easily
integrate it with our standard assembly package and readout chips.
Out of fabrication and assembly, 166 of the 192 total possible detec-
tors (86%) are working and capable of detecting x-rays. Additional
detectors may be flagged as bad in the data reduction steps depend-
ing on the data quality and restrictions of a particular analysis, as will
be discussed in Sec. V.

C. Readout
NETS utilizes the TDM readout scheme with a two stage

SQUID architecture.51 In this scheme, each detector gets its own
first stage SQUID (SQ1) amplifier, and the signals from all detectors
in a given readout column are coupled into a single second ampli-
fication stage SQUID array (SA). The SQ1s in a given column of
detectors are addressed sequentially and have a maximum critical
current of 10 �A. They are designed to have an asymmetric peri-
odic response and are operated at the steeper of the two asymmetric
slopes to maximize gain. The SAs contain 6 banks of 64 SQUIDs in a

Rev. Sci. Instrum. 90, 123107 (2019); doi: 10.1063/1.5116717 90, 123107-4

beside the helium target cell with a temperature of 4 K; thus radiation-shield windows of
50 mK and 3 K are installed in between TES array and target cell as shown in the inset
of Fig. 3. Therefore, some parts surrounding the target cell (e.g., 80 K radiation shield,
vacuum jacket etc.) of the existing setup will be modified.

2.2 TES microcalorimeter

We use a 240-pixel TES array designed for hard x-ray measurements developed by Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Figure 4 (a) shows a photograph
of the detector package. The array is on the top, where each pixel is wire-bonded for
the readout time-division-multiplexing (TDM) chip mounted on each four sides. Figure
4 (b) shows a photograph of the 240-pixel array. Each TES consists of a superconducting
bilayer of thin Mo and Cu films with an additional 4-µm thick Bi absorber [19]. The
absorption efficiency of this Bi layer is about 80% for 6.5 keV x rays. Each pixel has
an effective area of 320 µm × 300 µm, thus the total active area of the array is about
23 mm2. TES array is collimated with a gold-coated 275-µm-thick silicon to avoid the
unnecessary x-ray hit on the TES stage.

Figure 4: (a) A photograph of the detector package of the TES array. The array is on
the top, where each pixel is wire-bonded for the readout TDM chip mounted on each four
sides. (b) A photograph of the 240-pixel TES array. The gold-coated 275-µm-thick silicon
collimator is stacked when installed. Photos credit: D.R. Schmidt, NIST.

TESs are thermally isolated with the support of 100-nm thick silicon-nitride SiNx

membrane which limits the thermal conductance between TES and substrate. The sub-
strate is a grid structure of 275-µm-thick silicon wafer, the parts behind each TES are
removed. A thermal heat sink layer of 500-nm-thick gold is deposited on the backside of
substrate. This heat sink is connected to the low temperature thermal bath.

The TES array is operated at about 100 mK around the critical temperature, and
is cooled with a pulse-tube-backed adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR). The
pulse tube cools the system from 300K to 3K for 16 hours. Then 4-Tesla magnetic field
is applied to the two-stage salt pills∗ through superconducting coils. By releasing the
magnetic field adiabatically, the system is cooled down to 600 mK and finally to 75mK,

∗GGG: Gadolinium-Gallium Garnet, and FAA: Ferric-Ammonium Alum
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Experimental setup
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Photo at beamline
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Energy vs. Time
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4. Summary & Outlook



Summary
63

๏ The following advantages of TES have made it possible to conduct 
accelerator experiments that were not possible before 

1. Combination of energy resolution and detection efficiency (multi-pixel) 

➡ High-precision absolute energy measurement for very rare events 

2. Covering a wide energy range with high resolution 

➡ Interesting broad structures are now visible in detail. This was not 
possible with the crystal spectrometer.

Muonic molecule

Kaonic atoms



Developed TES for high-energy X-rays
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Name 5 keV TES 10 keV TES 50 keV TES 100 keV TES

Saturation energy 10 keV 20 keV 70 keV 150 keV

Readout system TDM TDM microwave microwave

Absorber thickness 

(material) 0.965 μm (Au) 4.1 μm (Bi) 1.85 μm (Au)


& 20 μm (Bi) 0.5 mm (Sn)

Absorber area 0.34 x 0.34 mm2 0.320 x 0.305 mm2 0.73 x 0.73 mm2 1.3 x 1.3 mm2

Absorber collimated area 0.28 x 0.28 mm2 0.305 x 0.290 mm2 0.67 x 0.67 mm2 (no collimator)

Number of pixel 192 240 96 96

Total collection area 15.1 mm2 21.2 mm2 43.1 mm2 162 mm2

ΔE (FWHM) 5 eV @ 6 keV 5 eV @ 6 keV 20 eV @ 40 keV

( 8 eV @ 17 keV ) 60~70 eV @ 130 keV

Rev. Sci. Instrum. 90, 123107 (2019)

beside the helium target cell with a temperature of 4 K; thus radiation-shield windows of
50 mK and 3 K are installed in between TES array and target cell as shown in the inset
of Fig. 3. Therefore, some parts surrounding the target cell (e.g., 80 K radiation shield,
vacuum jacket etc.) of the existing setup will be modified.

2.2 TES microcalorimeter

We use a 240-pixel TES array designed for hard x-ray measurements developed by Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Figure 4 (a) shows a photograph
of the detector package. The array is on the top, where each pixel is wire-bonded for
the readout time-division-multiplexing (TDM) chip mounted on each four sides. Figure
4 (b) shows a photograph of the 240-pixel array. Each TES consists of a superconducting
bilayer of thin Mo and Cu films with an additional 4-µm thick Bi absorber [19]. The
absorption efficiency of this Bi layer is about 80% for 6.5 keV x rays. Each pixel has
an effective area of 320 µm × 300 µm, thus the total active area of the array is about
23 mm2. TES array is collimated with a gold-coated 275-µm-thick silicon to avoid the
unnecessary x-ray hit on the TES stage.

Figure 4: (a) A photograph of the detector package of the TES array. The array is on
the top, where each pixel is wire-bonded for the readout TDM chip mounted on each four
sides. (b) A photograph of the 240-pixel TES array. The gold-coated 275-µm-thick silicon
collimator is stacked when installed. Photos credit: D.R. Schmidt, NIST.

TESs are thermally isolated with the support of 100-nm thick silicon-nitride SiNx

membrane which limits the thermal conductance between TES and substrate. The sub-
strate is a grid structure of 275-µm-thick silicon wafer, the parts behind each TES are
removed. A thermal heat sink layer of 500-nm-thick gold is deposited on the backside of
substrate. This heat sink is connected to the low temperature thermal bath.

The TES array is operated at about 100 mK around the critical temperature, and
is cooled with a pulse-tube-backed adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR). The
pulse tube cools the system from 300K to 3K for 16 hours. Then 4-Tesla magnetic field
is applied to the two-stage salt pills∗ through superconducting coils. By releasing the
magnetic field adiabatically, the system is cooled down to 600 mK and finally to 75mK,

∗GGG: Gadolinium-Gallium Garnet, and FAA: Ferric-Ammonium Alum
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Existing TES 
(have been using since 2016)

Brand-new TES detector 
(brought from NIST this January)
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๏ A new proposal application (muon S1 type) are being submitted for 
various experiments using this new TES system, very recently.

10 keV 50 keV 100 keV

J-PARC High-intensity μ- sourceNext generation X-ray detector
covering a wide energy range

✓ QED verification under strong electric field  
✓ Metastable muonic molecules (related to μCF study) 
✓ Nuclear radius 
✓ Non-destructive analysis

From basic physics study to applications in non-destructive elemental analysis

I was allowed to research freely and our research is blossoming from Kaon to Muon.

Thank you very much, Prof. Iwasaki-san. Happy retirement !


